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P.U.S.H. PERSIST UNTIL SUCCESS HAPPENS

The Scroll Marked III--I will persist until I succeed.

In the Orient young bulls are tested for the fight arena in a certain manner. Each is brought to the
ring and allowed to attack a picador who pricks them with a lance. The bravery of each bull is then
rated with care according to the number of times he demonstrates his willingness to charge in spite of
the sting of the blade. Henceforth will I recognize that each day I am tested by life in like manner. If I
persist, if I continue to try, if I continue to charge forward, I will succeed.
I will persist until I succeed.
I was not delivered unto this world in defeat, nor does failure course in my veins. I am not a sheep
waiting to be prodded by my shepherd. I am a lion and I refuse to talk, to walk, to sleep with the
sheep. I will hear not those who weep and complain, for their disease is contagious. Let them join the
sheep. The slaughterhouse of failure is not my destiny.
I will persist until I succeed.
The prizes of life are at the end of each journey, not near the beginning; and it is not given to me to
know how many steps are necessary in order to reach my goal. Failure I may still encounter at the
thousandth step, yet success hides behind the next bend in the road. Never will I know how close it lies
unless I turn the corner.
Always will I take another step. If that is of no avail I will take another, and yet another. In truth, one
step at a time is not too difficult.
I will persist until I succeed.
						CONTINUED ON MANGERS TIP PAGE>>>>
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Henceforth, I will consider each day’s effort as but one blow of my blade against a mighty oak. The first blow may cause not a
tremor in the wood, nor the second, nor the third. Each blow, of itself, may be trifling, and seem of no consequence. Yet from childish swipes the oak will eventually tumble. So it will be with my efforts of today.
I will be liken to the rain drop which washes away the mountain; the ant who devours a tiger; the star which brightens the earth;
the slave who builds a pyramid. I will build my castle one brick at a time for I know that small attempts, repeated, will complete
any undertaking.

Pierre Ledford
Dallas, TX

I will persist until I succeed.

OutLaws--686
Region--1773
OP OUTLAWS--300

#4

Steven & Za’Kee
Grand Prairie, TX

I will never consider defeat and I will remove from my vocabulary such words and phrases as quit, cannot, unable, impossible, out
of the question, improbable, failure, unworkable, hopeless, and retreat; for they are the words of fools. I will avoid despair but if
this disease of the mind should infect me then I will work on in despair. I will toil and I will endure. I will ignore the obstacles at
my feet and keep mine eyes on the goals above my head, for I know that where dry desert ends, green grass grows.
I will persist until I succeed.

#7

JayFresh, Donnie
OKC, Oklahoma

I will remember the ancient law of averages and I will bend it to my good. I will persist with knowledge that each failure to sell will
increase my chance for success at the next attempt. Each nay I hear will bring me closer to the sound of yea. Each frown I meet
only prepares me for the smile to come. Each misfortune I encounter will carry in it the seed of tomorrow’s good luck. I must have
the night to appreciate the day. I must fail often to succeed only once.
I will persist until I succeed.

P.U.R.E. Finesse
OUTLAWS--127

#5

T-Mac Moffitt
TEMPE, AZ

I will try, and try, and try again. Each obstacle I will consider as a mere detour to my goal and a challenge to my profession. I will
persist and develop my skills as the mariner develops his, by learning to ride out the wrath of each storm.

BOSS OUT
OUTLAWS--

I will persist until I succeed.
Henceforth, I will learn and apply another secret of those who excel in my work. When each day is ended, not regarding whether
it has been a success or a failure, I will attempt to achieve one more sale. When my thoughts beckon my tired body homeward I
will resist the temptation to depart. I will try again. I will make one more attempt to close with victory, and if that fails I will make
another. Never will I allow any day to end with a failure. Thus will I plant the seed of tomorrow’s success and gain an insurmountable advantage over those who cease their labor at a prescribed time. When others cease their struggle, then mine will begin, and
my harvest will be full.
I will persist until I succeed.

MAXX DEAL
OUTLAWS-110

#6

FERNANDO CERVANTES

Phoenix, AZ

Nor will I allow yesterday’s success to lull me into today’s complacency, for this is the great foundation of failure. I will forget the
happenings of the day that is gone, whether they were good or bad, and greet the new sun with confidence that this will be the best
day of my life.
So long as there is breath in me, that long will I persist. For now I know one of the greatest principles of success; if I persist long
enough I will win.
I will persist.
I will win.

FROM OG MANDINO THE GREATEST SALESMAN IN THE WORLD.
ENUFF MOTIVATION
OUTLAWS--

		

BILLY, EDUB, CHAD			

OG OUTLAWS

		

52,880 PTS

SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS			

RHINO UP				

12,970 PTS

PIERRE LEDFORD				BOSS OP OUTLAWS			5,620 PTS
DERRECK CONVERSE			OUTLAWS					4,140 PTS
STEVEN STROTHER			
PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS BOSS		
3,520 PTS
T-MAC MOFFITT				MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS			3,385 PTS
ZA’KEE SALEEM				
BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS		
3,130 PTS
BRENDON MITCHELL			OP OUTLAWS			
2,620 PTS
MARIA WONG				GUNSLINGER OUTLAWS			2,595 PTS
MARK FERNANDEZ			OUTLAWS					2,505 PTS
AARON TOLZMANN			OUTLAWS					2,195 PTS
JAYFRESH JOHNSON			
BOSS, BOSS OUT OUTLAWS		
1,920 PTS
FERNANDO CERVANTES			ENUFF OUTLAWS				1,815 PTS
MIKE MORGAN				RHINO UP					1,790 PTS
ANGEL VILLANUEVA			RHINO UP					1,760 PTS
NICK ARCE					RHINO UP					1,650 PTS
ERIC SMALLS				OP OUTLAWS				1,420 PTS
SHANE WHITE				PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS		1,320 PTS
ASHTON PERKINS				OP OUTLAWS				1,255 PTS
ANTHONY TITTLE			OUTLAWS					1,210 PTS
LEXUS HURTADO				ENUFF OUTLAWS				1,040 PTS
DANA HARRIS 					
RHINO UP					
DUSTIN PHILLIPS				
RHINO UP					
EJAY PARKS					BOSS OUT					
CARLOS CLARK					OUTLAWS					
CEDRIC TERRY					
MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS				
BRANDON HENRY				
RHINO UP					
NIGEL PORTER					OUTLAWS					
TREVOR STEWART				
RHINO UP					
BECKY GARRETT				
RHINO UP					
TYLER HENERY					OUTLAWS					
MYCHAEL WALKER				OUTLAWS					

700 PTS
640 PTS
530 PTS
510 PTS
360 PTS
300 PTS
290 PTS
240 PTS
220 PTS
210 PTS
180 PTS

CHASE WEISS					
LORRAINE MORENO				

80 PTS
50 PTS

			

RHINO UP				
MAXX OUTLAWS			

T-MAC MOFFITT				MAXX OUTLAWS				3,385 PTS
Za’Kee
Saleem
FERNANDO
CERVANTES		ENUFF
OUTLAWS				1,815 PTS

TOP OFFICE & CITY SALES___TOP ROAD CREW LEADER___TOP INDIVIDUAL SALES

DERRECK CONVERSE		OUTLAWS					110
ANAIS HERRERA			
BOSS CLASSY RHINO UP		
100
PIERRE LEDFORD			BOSS OP OUTLAWS			100

Billy Nolan, Kaliq Beardon & Mark
Fernandez 3 Man Road Crew
354 Bottles 3-10-18

1. All Star Motivation
Building Record 2,185 Bottles
Billy, E & Chad 04-10-2010

1st of 1st
the month
of
meeting!

ERIC SMALLS				OP OUTLAWS					82
MARK FERNANDEZ			OUTLAWS						80
MYCHAEL WALKER			OUTLAWS						80
BRENDON MITCHELL			OP OUTLAWS					80
MARIA WONG				GUNSLINGER OUTLAW			78
ANTHONY TITLE			OUTLAWS						76
ANGEL VILLANUEVA			RHINO UP						75
TYLER HENRY				OUTLAWS						67
AARON TOLZMAN			OUTLAWS						64
ASHTON PERKINS			OP OUTLAWS					62

month
mee Ar-

		
USMC
Birthday
USMC BIRH

1. Las Vegas, Nevada City Record
2,309 Bottles Billy, E, Chad, Pierre
& JayFresh 03-16-2016

REBECCA GARRETT			RHINO UP						57
NICK ARCE				RHINO UP						55
ZA’KEE SALEEM				
BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS		
55
NIGEL PORTER				OUTLAWS						54
TREVOR STEWART			RHINO UP						51
CARLOS CLARK				OUTLAWS						50
LORRAINE MORENO			MAXX OUTLAWS				50
MIKE MORGAN				RHINO UP						44
T-MAC MOFFITT				BOSS MAXX OUTLAWS			43
DANA HARRIS				RHINO UP						40
SHANE WHITE				PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS			40

1. JAYFRESH JOHNSON
Most individual sales one week
232 Bottles

ANAIS HERRERA 4 Man Crew
473 Bottles

2. BILLY NOLAN
231 BOTTLES
AP Perkins Birthday

OWNERS IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
TO GET ME YOUR PEOPLES BIRTHI’M I MISSING SOMEONE????
This is our new Hall of Fame section!DAYS!
Can you
beat these All Stars?
We got lot’s ofBILLY
roomNOLAN
for you so6 Man
you need
Crewto bring
3. ANAIS HERRERA
it!!!
630 Bottles
171 BOTTLES
Who will be he next

SHOULD YOU HAVE SOMEONE
IN THIS SECTION? CAN YOU
BEAT SOMEONE IN THIS SECTION? ARE YOU WORTHY OF
THE HOF? SEND ME THE PROOF
AND A PICTURE AND WE WILL
GET THEM IN!!! HOPE YOU LIKE
THE NEW SECTION!!
COME GET SOME!!!!!

Okay Derreck, I see you! Great job on that 110 and a 324 bottle crew! Keep that up and I see gun
701 weinget
slinger
your future. I see keys to your door and you recruiting your own people! Are you ready!
MariaGreat
holding job
downthis
her crew!
my Gunslinger
100 girl! Let’s
get back
to it!
Time to start
weekNeed
squad!
Time doing
to motivate
all our
new
people!
really thinking about when! That’s the thought you should all have. Hitting that 100+ every week and
Monty
and Greg
your
game
up!YouMishelle
good
job than
in the
then getting
promoted.
That’sstep
why you
are here
right?
want to lead?
Do more
everyone else
and that
will guarantee
you a leading
puts youHere
one step
It’s#1
up to
you to P.U.S.H.
office
this week.
100 0spot!
is onLeading
the way!!
wecloser.
come
spot!!!-yourself! If you really believe in yourself and have the confidence to 100 club you will do it every week.
JayFresh
& Mishelle
Are you
working right?
Are you training right? Are you treating customers right? Do people want
to follow you? You need “yes” answers to all these questions. It’s up to you!!--Billy, Chad, Erin and
Mishelle

Man oh Man 702! We getting so close to 1000! Great job out
Great job this week squad! Time to motivate all our
the whole OutLaw camp! KB you lead a kick azz crew man.
newMinah,
people.
Monty
Greg
your games
up!
Kyle,
Brendon
andand
Taesia
waystep
to support
the cause!
Mishelle
goodasjob
theanother
office bad
thisazz
week.
on
Ashton
on Point
wellin
with
crew, 100
with is
Za’Kee,
Travis,
AP, and
Ashley,
way to to
hold
it down!
So proud of my
the way!!
here
we come
that
#1 spot!!--JayFresh
camp
and how hard everyone is jamming! Remember Hard
& Mishelle
Two
crewspays
this week
y’all!!
Double
the Fun,10%
doubleRest
the money,
double
the JUICE!
got our momenwork
off!
90%
Grind
is the
key
to theWemilliontum on the rise, watch these rhinos stampede to 1st place ! Go Team, Go!!!.... 2th & Classy
aire safe! Lets get it!!!!--Billy, Chad, Erin & Kristy

Just lead a bad ass 300 btl crew and killed it! We getting some bottles moving down south baby and
getting ready for the next wave of new people to get trained and retained. Everybody has a good week
this week as far as numbers but its it’s time to take the situation to the next level and start balling like
Magic Johnson old school Lakers. We gotta work on our weaknesses and exercise our strengths if we
want the gold baby, we never been scared to work so lets do it squad. The brand is becoming more and
more popular and the influence is getting real, we got to get in where we fit in and start letting our light
shine down south. Promoting strong, stacking money, training right, and going hard is all a part of the
game you play to win. Winning is on the horizon so let’s stay down and stay focused on the big goal!
Lets make it happen and keep it cracking. S/O the hottest product in the streets!--Pierre

Great job this week squad! Time to motivate all our new people. Monty and Greg step your game up! Mishelle good job
in the office this week. 1000 is on the way!! Here we come for
that #1 spot!!--JayFresh & Mishelle

DON’T LET THE #’S FOOL YOU!!! ADVERSITY ALWAYS BREEDS GREATNESS TO THOSE
WHO NEVER GIVE UP!!! THERE’S NO QUIT IN THE MOB, STILL GRINDING! MOTIVATION
MOBBIN!!--ZA’Kee & Steven

Here we go! 8 weeks till 2016, so we have 8 weeks to climb back
to the top! way to riche3s is the same as the road to success and
that’s up!--2th
Maximum
Motivation!!! Meaning the Motivation is always at its highest level even when there’s ob-

So veryabout
proudtotoshine
see alllight
those
stacles or adversities!! We got the burning desire out here in Phoenix and we’re
on
100
clubbers
the
last
2
weeks.
everyone this fall season!!! Shout out to my new manger Lorraine “Lady $hark” holding it down with a
ThatCheck!!!--T-Mac
shows me everyone is
solid 50 on the 3rd week now it’s time to get them big boy numbers!! Attitude
working words the common
goal...train, retain, promote!
Boss out is about to be back on the map
real
Erin
gotsoon!!!--JFresh
that new Whip!!!
That needs to be the theme this
Great Job Office Manager!!!!
year.THE
I want
building
owners
CREW TIME!!!!!! WE’VE BEEN HOLDING IT DOWN HERE IN AZ FOR
PAST
MONTH!!!
nothing
else.THIS
So let’s
get it...
WE GOT POWER! TO THE OFFICE AND THE LIGHTS ARE ON! GHS
& STFO
WEEK
Great
job
Chad
on
115
and
ALLSTAR$! THIS IS MORE THAN JUST PERFUME THIS IS A LIFESTYLE!!!!!! #ENUFFmotivagreat crew we going to make
tion - Fernando & Ivy

Classy Mother F’N Hustlers! Very proud of all of you! Mark
had his best day this week, 21 bottles! T-Mac 53 in the office, killing ‘em! Now we about to go outta town and beast
out again! Let’s keep that momentum rolling!! #KeepitClassy!--Anais, T-Mac & Mark

